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ABSTRACT
During software and systems engineering, engineers have to rely
on different engineering tools in order to capture different kinds
of artifacts, such as requirement specifications, design models or
code. Even though the artifacts that engineers capture with these
tools are interdependent, the tools have limited abilities to detect
inconsistencies among them. Today no approach exists that is able
to provide live inconsistency feedback of engineering artifacts –
captured and maintained in different engineering tools – without
disrupting the engineers’ workflow. The work presented in this
paper introduces a novel approach for live, multi-tool, consistency
checking where engineers continue to use their respective tools
and receive inconsistency feedback across their tools’ artifacts in a
live manner. The approach uses a cloud-based engineering platform
to replicate the tool’s artifacts and to detect inconsistencies there.
Within the cloud, engineers may link these artifacts and define
cross-tool consistency rules. The approach was validated through
an empirical study and two industrial case studies to demonstrate
usefulness, correctness and scalability.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Contemporary software and systems engineering is a process that
involves a wide range of tools, bringing together knowledge of
many engineers. In doing so, engineers create a wide variety of
engineering artifacts, ranging from requirements to design model
specifications and code. With increasing number of tools and engi-
neers involved, the number of interdependent engineering artifacts
grows non-linearly. Maintaining consistency among artifacts of
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these separate tools is a challenging task [9]. We speak of global
consistency checking.

Most approaches towards consistency checking focus on individ-
ual tools or documents. Unless engineering artifacts are merged and
combined into a single tool or document, the existing work is not ca-
pable of detecting inconsistencies among artifacts of different tools,
e.g., between UML models and source code or hardware designs.
Unfortunately, merging artifacts is time consuming and disruptive.
Thus engineering artifacts across tools are rarely checked for global
consistency and get out-of-sync. This means that documentation
does not correspond to implementations, the design is no longer in
line with the requirements specifications, or code does not match
its model specifications.

Global consistency checking, which takes into account the sum
of all artifacts captured in all tools used in a project, has key differ-
ences compared to state-of-the-art tool-centric or document-centric
consistency checking technologies. It navigates across artifacts of
different tools and handles conflicting artifact changes due to the
concurrent use of different tools by engineers on the basis of glob-
ally defined consistency rules.

This paper thus presents an approach for live, global consistency
checking. It utilizes an engineering cloud which mirrors relevant
parts of the engineering artifacts within engineering tools. It cen-
tralizes consistency checking and reduces the overall memory and
computation time. Tools merely need to synchronize engineering
artifacts to the cloud as engineers change them and receive incon-
sistency feedback live. The approach also lets engineers define links
among artifacts in the cloud so that the consistency checker may
navigate them. Freely definable link types let engineers connect
artifacts of different tools. Consistency rules, consistency checking
results and links are stored in the cloud using the same uniform
representation that artifacts are stored in. A consistency checker
can thus look for inconsistencies beyond the traditional boundaries
of a single engineering tool. As a result consistency checking be-
comes global and is no longer bound to a single tool or limited to
specific kinds of artifacts. Since all consistency checking is done
in the cloud, the engineers can continue working with their tools
without interruption.

Our approach was implemented as a cloud service utilizing the
DesignSpace [5] infrastructure. In the cloud, merely one consistency
checker implementation is needed rather than many implemen-
tations for each and every tool. Given that the cloud computes
consistency feedback once for all artifacts, it is in fact more effi-
cient than tool-centric solutions where each tool would have to
compute the consistency feedback separately (to the extent they are
capable of doing that). Empirical evidence demonstrates scalability
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Figure 1: Sequence diagram of the language selection pro-
cess

and usability across a wide set of tools. Two industrial case studies
provide further evidence of usefulness.

The rest of this paper is organized as following: Section 2 presents
a running example to illustrate the problems that are tackled. The
main part of the paper – Section 3 and 4 – provides an overview of
the platform used to realize our approach, as well as a presentation
of the approach’s architecture and functionality. We validate our
approach with multiple case studies in Section 5. Section 6 discusses
related work. The paper is finally concluded in section 7, giving an
outlook on future work.

2 PROBLEM ILLUSTRATION
To outline the problems arising with regular consistency checking
and to illustrate our approach, this section discusses a running
example. Consider the following situation: A company would like
to implement the graphical user interface (GUI) of a video streaming
web service. When a user logs into the movie streaming service,
the server displays a catalog of videos to choose from. For our
example, three different engineers are working on three different
workstations, creating three different types of engineering artifacts.

2.1 Initial State
In the spirit of an iterative development, a first implementation has
already been produced and presented – based on a selected, initial
set of requirements. UML models exist that describe basic structure
and scenarios. These artifacts were created by different engineers
over the course of a longer time frame. For simplicity, let us assume
one engineer for each engineering tool:

• John is specifying functional requirements,
• Alex is creating UML models in the form of class and se-
quence diagrams, and
• Alice is implementing the code based on UML models in a
separate Java programming IDE.

The goal is to have all requirements realized in the UML design
and consistently implemented in the code. As all engineers work
concurrently, parts of the requirements, model, and code are stable,
while other parts are still subject to change.

2.2 Subsequent Changes Made by Engineers
The following describes a simple change scenario where the afore-
mentioned engineers adapt their respective artifacts using their
corresponding tools. The first implementation reveals shortcomings
in the connection process to the server. When a user logs in for
the first time, the server should request a language for displaying
the catalog of available movies. The server then sends all textual
descriptions accordingly. John records this request as an additional
requirement. The adjustment of the requirement specification has
direct impact on the UML design of the server. John’s change makes
it necessary for Alex to adapt his UML design. The new process is
illustrated in Figure 1. The framed parts of the sequence diagram are
an addition to the existing design; however, the sequence diagram
is but one scenario that describes the client/server communication
protocoll. As their company is progressive and aware of benefits of
maintaining traceability between requirements and design, Alex
needs to ensure that the changed/added parts of the design are
mapped back to the requirements that motivated them.

Naturally, these design changes imply further changes to the
implementation. Alice needs to adapt her implementation to make
it match John’s new requirement. At the same time, she must be
mindful of Alex’s changes in the sequence diagram. In doing so, the
implementation must ensure simple goals, such as the naming of
Java methods according to UML messages in the sequence diagram
but also more complex goals, such as implementing the client/server
communication protocols, which is described over a number of
sequence diagrams of which Figure 1 is merely a part.

It is easy to see that changes to either requirements, design,
or code can get out-of-sync since each engineer has his/her own
limited views of these artifacts. Obviously, Alice is able to see Alex’s
UML design but how can she be certain that she implemented his
design correctly and completely – while both design and code are
subject to continuing change. Neither the programming tool nor the
design tool will be of much use to her in ensuring this consistency.

2.3 Problem Statement
If changes are not carried through correctly, requirements, design
and code become out-of-sync. In short, they may become incon-
sistent. These inconsistencies are particularly hard to spot if they
relate to artifacts within different engineering tools – whether or
not they are created by the same engineers. Consistency checking
should help engineers in detecting and keeping track of these in-
consistencies. Doing so should not be disruptive to the engineers’
work. Consistency checking should let Alice know that her client’s
setPreference method is out-of-sync because it is missing a request-
Language call or message which does not yet exist.

Due to the limited perspectives of engineering tools, current
state-of-the-art tool-centric consistency checking mechanisms are
not able to detect these inconsistencies. That is, the UML modeling
tool representing the sequence diagram would be aware of Alex’s
addition of the messages and could quickly identify inconsistencies
with other parts of the UML model. However, it could not depict
how Alex’s changes relate to the source code. A document-centric
consistency checker would be able to provide more comprehensive
consistency feedback but its use would be disruptive and certainly
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not live and incremental in providing up-to-date inconsistency feed-
back as engineers make changes available. Inconsistencies across
tools may thus go undetected during software and systems engi-
neering. This has several negative implications: 1) the end product
may not correctly implement the new requirement, 2) the code
may be harder to maintain because the UML model no longer doc-
uments the code correctly, and 3) there might be higher costs of
fixing resulting problems [8].

The goal of this work is thus to enable live and global consistency
checking across all artifacts of all tools, to prevent the problems
mentioned above. We intend to achieve this in a way that ensures a
global, uniform view on artifacts, in which said artifacts can be as-
sociated with each other, independent of their origin. Subsequently,
the consistency rules must be writable in a manner that is oblivious
to the syntactic and semantic differences among the engineering
artifacts (i.e., textual source code versus graphical model elements).
Furthermore, the engineer’s tools should be able to integrate incon-
sistency feedback seamlessly.

3 INFRASTRUCTURE
This section discusses the infrastructure of our global consistency
checking approach. There are three major issues to solve in order
to enable global consistency checking. The first issue is the physical
separation of engineering artifacts, which are usually created by
engineers using different tools and located on different machines.
This issue is discussed in Section 3.2. The second issue is about
the incompatible representation languages that different tools use –
while code adheres to a certain programming language, UML may
be represented in the XML format. This issue is discussed in Section
3.2.1. The third issue is about the logical separation that remains
even if the artifacts are represented in the same language. This
issue is discussed in Section 3.3.

3.1 Overview
To overcome these issue, our approach uses the DesignSpace [5]
infrastructure, which provides a central, versioned storage space
for engineering artifacts. It provides a fine-grained, uniform, model
/ metamodel-style artifact representation. The DesignSpace infras-
tructure not only acts as a storage space for engineering artifacts
but it also holds the links that connect engineering artifacts from
different tools. By linking artifacts through a cloud environment
both the problem of physical and logical separation of engineering
information can be overcome. A pre-requisite for linking artifacts
is a syntactic common-ground onto which links can build. This is
achieved through a common uniform artifact representation into
which artifacts are translated. As a result, it is possible to, e.g., link
Java classes with the UML model elements that implement them.
Once links are known, engineers may formulate consistency rules
that define correctness conditions for artifacts from different tools.
These rules could be written by the same engineers using the tools;
though, it is more likely that they are predefined by domain engi-
neers. Once linked in their common representation, engineering
artifacts can furthermore be analyzed and manipulated by services
such as a consistency checker.

An illustration for our global consistency checking mechanism
interlinked with the DesignSpace’s core concepts can be seen in

Figure 2: Basic work principle of Global Consistency Check-
ing within the cloud environment

Figure 2. Engineers are working with their respective tools: Eclipse
for Java and IBM’s Rational Software Architect (RSA1) for UML
models. There are adapters for these tools in order to automate the
mapping of engineering artifacts to the uniform data representa-
tion. Furthermore, adapters automate the synchronization with the
cloud environment. Links and consistency rules can be created and
modified with separate tools. In our case the linking tool directly
modifies the artifacts synchronized with the cloud. With the links
set up our global consistency checking approach then validates
the defined consistency rules. Inconsistencies are shared with the
engineers in the form of network messages from the cloud, which
can be directly fed into the engineers tool through the tool adapter.

3.2 Cloud Environment
Global consistency checking among artifacts of different tools re-
quires live, continuous access to these artifacts. Synchronizing engi-
neering artifacts with a cloud environment enables such access. In
this work, the DesignSpace was chosen as the underlying platform.
The artifact storage in the DesignSpace provides a shared space
that has the following characteristics:
• Uniform Data Representation: To provide a common for-
mat for distinct kinds of engineering artifacts, such as source
code (which is usually textual), or models (which is usu-
ally graphical), the DesignSpace stores data in a uniform
representation.
• Typing: To provide a well-defined language (metamodel)
and language constructs for data, the DesignSpace offers
custom artifact types that can be instantiated dynamically.
• Incremental Live Synchronization: Tools may continu-
ously synchronize changes made by the engineers, ensuring
that the global consistency checker is always up-to-date.
• Conflict Handling: Mutually changed artifacts may stand
in conflict with each other. The DesignSpace provides con-
flict handling strategies for such situations.

1IBM RSA: https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/downloads/r/architect/index.html
(last accessed: 06.12.2018)
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The following sections will discuss these characteristics and their
importance to global consistency checking in more detail.

3.2.1 Uniform Data Representation. In the DesignSpace engineer-
ing artifacts (respectively parts thereof) are translated into a uni-
form data representation. The data structure itself is a generic
mapping between keys and values, representing arbitrary proper-
ties of engineering artifacts. The keys are simple strings, while the
values are primitive data types or references to other artifacts. For
example, if we wish to translate a Java class into the uniform data
representation we could use field names as keys and their default
values as values. Something important to note is that such a map-
ping can as well represent links between artifacts, since artifacts
in the uniform data representation carry a unique ID to be identifi-
able. This ID is then simply referenced in the property value. Any
structured data that can be represented in such a manner can, fur-
thermore, be uploaded to the DesignSpace. It should be noted that
in no way our uniform data representation is solely laid out for soft-
ware engineering artifacts. It can as well be used for, e.g., electrical
engineering artifacts. Hence, we do not use notation or terminology
from a specific field. To simplify conversion into the artifact format
the DesignSpace’s API provides appropriate methods. All created
artifacts, respectively their mappings, must correspond to a defined
type. This means that artifacts have a fixed base structure.

3.2.2 Typing. In engineering tools, artifacts are typically defined
through a metamodel. This metamodel defines the structure of an
engineering artifact within its respective engineering tool and often
semantics as well. For example, a Java code contains Java classes
and each class may have an arbitrary number of Java methods.
This conformity to a metamodel is also required by our consistency
checker, which uses the metamodel to custom-tailor consistency
rules for specific kinds of artifacts. Consequently, artifacts synchro-
nized with the DesignSpace are typed. Each type may have a set
of properties, which can again refer to other types or primitive
data types - respectively collections thereof. For example, in Java
there exists a type called Java Class with properties such as name
(of type String) or methods (of collection references to type Java
Method). The type definitions can be created through a seperate
tool or during the first initialization of a corresponding tool adapter
(e.g., an adapter for a programming IDE would first initialize types
for the programming languages it supports. The DesignSpace API
used in tool adapters provides methods to create types in the cloud
environment).

3.2.3 Incremental Live Synchronization. Every tool synchronizing
its engineering artifacts is connected to the cloud via a tool adapter.
The tool adapter – which is ideally implemented as a plugin in
the respective tool – observes the tool’s internal data structure.
When a change happens, it is incrementally synchronized with the
DesignSpace.

For our running example John’s tool adapter creates and in-
stantiates types corresponding to the requirements he wishes to
synchronize with the DesignSpace. The artifact type for require-
ments defines the necessary properties, e.g., requirement name,
requirement ID and description. These types are then instantiated
by the requirements tool adapter, whenever a new requirement is

Figure 3: Exemplary types and instantiations for require-
ments

added. A part of this example is illustrated in Figure 3, where two
instantiations of a requirement artifact type are created.

Types must be uploaded only once. Instances of these types
are uploaded as often as they are found in their respective tools.
As such, there is one requirement type but as many requirement
instances as engineers create. Once artifacts from the tool have
been uploaded to the DesignSpace, changes made on these artifacts
are uploaded incrementally. An incremental change of an artifact
triggers our global consistency mechanism, in order to keep consis-
tency information of the respective artifact up-to-date. The instant
nature of the synchronization process between the tool and cloud
environment, furthermore, enables live checking of artifacts.

3.2.4 Conflict Handling. Engineers mostly do not modify the same
artifacts concurrently. In case mutually overlapping changes exist,
the DesignSpace applies user preferences specifically set for such
situations. Users can either overwrite or ignore changes from other
users. These options can be set for each user individually. Users
could, for example, overwrite their own changes with information
from one user, yet ignore conflicting artifacts from another one,
keeping their own changes intact. In the latter case, the user’s data
would only be complemented by changes that are not in conflict.

3.3 Linking Engineering Artifacts
With data synchronized in a cloud environment, the next issue to
overcome is the logical separation of engineering artifacts. Even
after engineering artifacts are uploaded to the DesignSpace, they
remain semantically separate. The artifacts co-exist but they are not
integrated. Indeed, no such integration is attempted or even needed
by the DesignSpace. Instead, our approach utilizes links between
different artifacts in order to navigate beyond the boundaries of a
single engineering tool. Such links can be captured in various forms.
The current state-of-the-art relies on trace matrices, respectively
defined navigable links between engineering artifacts. Since the
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data format is uniform and all artifacts can be linked with each
other, links can be set up between arbitrary artifacts of different
engineering fields, e.g., a code artifact can store links pointing to
a UML diagram representing that code, which in turn can then
point towards a requirements specification, describing the feature
captured in the UML diagram. It should be noted that links can
also be established between the properties of artifacts. As a result
the paramenters of an operation in, e.g., a UML class diagram,
can point to their counterparts in the respective code artifact. In
Figure 4, the link “Affects” respectively “AffectedBy” is defined
within the type of artifacts and established at instantiation, between
requirement, UML sequence and code artifact. Links can be defined
on the artifacts themselves or - with a stricter typing discipline in
mind - as separate artifacts with their own types. Either way, link
artifacts have to adhere to a type definition that can be added onto
existing artifact types. The DesignSpace offers a tool for the creation
of link types as well as their instantiation. The link references two
type artifacts, one as a source, the other as a target of the link. Once
instantiated these link properties must correspond to instances of
the referenced types. Engineers can use this linking tool to create
arbitrary links. Principally, engineers define links manually through
the linking tool. We refer to this as capturing explicit links.

Concerning our running example it may be interesting for John,
which of his requirements affect which parts of Alex’s class dia-
grams. Likewise, Alex may be interested in the Java classes which
are affected by his UML classes. In the type definition of their en-
gineering artifacts they may even introduce a specific property to
save such references, as given in Figure 4. A responsible engineer
could then fill these references manually. Naturally, one could cre-
ate a DesignSpace service software analyzing and manipulating
engineering artifacts to automatically establish links between them
[13]. However, this is beyond the scope of the approach presented
in this paper.

4 GLOBAL CONSISTENCY CHECKING
With artifacts stored and linked in the cloud environment, we can
proceed with checking their consistency. When engineers change
artifacts through their tools, the consistency checker is notified. It
then automatically identifies and validates the changes according
to corresponding consistency rules. These consistency rules are
provided by the users, e.g., a domain expert. The results of the
consistency checker are then returned to the engineers respectively
their tools. The tools may then provide specialized feedback to the
engineers who benefit from the live consistency checking on their
changes. Consistency checking is done in the cloud and engineers
do not have to interrupt their work. Our implementation is sim-
ilar to the incremental consistency checker discussed in [6]. The
key differences are its integration with the unified data structure,
its ability to change arbitrary artifacts, its ability to handle new
types and consistency rules during runtime, and its ability to work
seamlessly with tool artifacts and links.

4.1 Data Structure
Our consistency checker has access to all the information stored
in the DesignSpace infrastructure. All of its internal data is stored

in the cloud as well. Two artifact types build the core of its data
structure:

4.1.1 Rule Definition Artifacts. Rule definition artifacts define con-
sistency rules. A rule consists of a context type and a condition.
• Context Type: The context type of a rule definition is the
type of an artifact to which the rule applies. The rule is then
evaluated for every instance of this type. If, for example, a
user wishes to write a consistency rule for Java classes, the
context type of the rule definition would point towards the
type Java class artifacts.
• Condition: A condition is an OCL-like string, defining a set
of requirements that have to be met by the type instance -
typically a tool artifact. During a rule evaluation the condi-
tion is read and checked. It should be noted, that a condition
can incorporate links between types. This way a rule eval-
uation can navigate to and compare values from different
artifact types. The context type then acts as the starting point
for the navigation.

4.1.2 Rule Evaluation Artifacts. A rule evaluation is the evaluation
of a consistency rule definition on an artifact instance. Recall that
the consistency rule definition defines a context type and the rule
must consequently hold for every instance of that context. A single
rule evaluation is one such check of the rule definition on an in-
stance. Thus, there are as many rule evaluation artifacts as there are
instances of the rule definition context types. The rule evaluation
artifact also contains a scope, which is a list of all artifacts that
affect its consistency. If an artifact changes then all rule evaluations
that contain this artifact in its scope must re-evaluate. The rule
evaluation thus contains these fields:
• Context Instance: A context instance is the starting point
in a rule evaluation. Any artifact can be the instance of a
rule evaluation, but the instance type must correspond to
the type defined in the context of the rule definition. If, for
example, the context type of a rule definition refers to Java
class then the context instances of the corresponding rule
evaluations must refer to instances of Java Class.
• Scope: Rule evaluations store a change impact scope. The
scope of a rule evaluation stores all artifact instances that
affect it. This list is saved for re-evaluations.
• Result: A consistency check either indicates an inconsis-
tency (condition evaluates to false) or consistency. This result
is stored.

4.2 Evaluation Process
Whenever an artifact is created, modified or deleted, the tool adapters
synchronize the change with the DesignSpace. The DesignSpace
notifies the consistency checker, which then processes this change.
In most cases, a change causes a (re-)evaluation of a rule definition
artifact’s condition. In the said evaluation the consistency checker
follows the artifact structure described in the condition, navigating
from a context instance (saved in a rule evaluation artifact) to one
or many literals. These literals are compared according to the con-
dition, resulting in a boolean value, which indicates the consistency
state of the respective rule evaluation artifact. This has to be done
for all artifacts affected by a change. The types of such changes
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Figure 4: Three instantiations of three types are linked together via the artifact properties “Affects” respectively “AffectedBy”,
alternatively links can be instantiated in the form of typed instances

(Created, Modified or Deleted), will be discussed individually in the
following.

4.2.1 Artifact Creation (see Algorithm 1). When an artifact is cre-
ated then the notification to the consistency checker contains the
new artifact (its ID). Two scenarios have to be considered:
• A new rule definition was created.
• A tool artifact was created whose type corresponds to exist-
ing rule definition’s context types.

Whenever a new rule definition is created, the consistency checker
has to retrieve all artifact instances that correspond to the defined
context type. For each of these artifact instances, the consistency
checker creates a rule evaluation, with the artifact instance as its
context element. These rule evaluations are then immediately eval-
uated and feedback is sent to the engineers. During the first eval-
uation, the OCL statement is fully parsed and the scope is built,
i.e., a reference to each artifact respectively property that is af-
fected during the evaluation is stored in the rule evaluation artifact.
Later, when an artifact is changed, the consistency checker only
re-evaluates the rules, whose scope contain the said artifact.

If an artifact instance is created whose type corresponds to an
existing rule definition’s context type then a rule evaluation must
be created and evaluated for this artifact instance.
4.2.2 Artifact Modification (see Algorithm 2). If an artifact is mod-
ified, the cloud sends a notification to the consistency checking
service. As a modification is always about a change to an artifact
property, this notification contains the changed artifact instance
(its ID) and property name. If the artifact respectively property is
listed in the scopes of rule evaluations then these rule evaluations
are re-evaluated.
4.2.3 Artifact Deletion (see Algorithm 3). If an artifact is deleted
then the notification to the consistency checker contains the deleted
artifact. Two scenarios have to be considered here:
• An existing rule definition was deleted.
• A tool artifact was deleted which was a context element for
a rule evaluation

Algorithm 1: Artifact Creation
Data:
A = Added artifact
AST = Set of all Artifacts
RD = Set of all Rule Definitions
RDtype = ID of Rule Definition Type
begin

if A.type == RDtype then
C ←− A.contextType
for a ∈ AST do

if a .type == C then
re = createRuleEvaluation
re.setContextInstance(a)
re.setRuleDefinition(A)
evaluate(re)

end
end

else
for rd ∈ RD do

CT ←− RD .contextType
if A.type == CT then

re = createRuleEvaluation
re.setContextInstance(A)
re.setRuleDefinition(RD)
evaluate(re)

end
end

end
end

If a rule definition was deleted, all corresponding rule evaluations
have to be deleted as well. If the context instance of a rule evaluation
was deleted, all rule evaluations carrying this context instance have
to be deleted. If a property of an artifact is deleted the consistency
checking service has to scan the corresponding scopes and set rule
evaluation’s result to invalid. In this case no rule evaluation is
deleted, because the property might be replaced later.
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Algorithm 2: Artifact Modification
Data:
ID = ID of modified artifact
RE = Set of Rule Evaluation Artifacts
begin

for re ∈ RE do
S ←− r e .scope
if ID ∈ S then

evaluate(re)
end

end
end

Algorithm 3: Artifact Deletion
Data:
A = Deleted Artifact
RDtype = ID of Rule Definition Type
RE = Set of Rule Evaluation Artifacts
begin

if A.type == RDtype then
for re ∈ RE do

DEF ←− r e .def init ion
if DEF == A then

delete(re)
end

end
else

for re ∈ RE do
CI ←− r e .context Instance
if A == CI then

delete(re)
end

end
end

end

4.3 Inconsistency Feedback
Once a consistency rule has been evaluated, the corresponding
result is stored. The result is also sent to tool adapters in the form
of a notification. The notification also contains the related rule
evaluation artifact, from which further inconsistency information
can be retrieved. The interpretation of inconsistency feedback is
fully up to the user respectively the implementation of the tool
adapter. Depending on the integration of the adapter into the tool,
e.g., in the form of a plugin, the inconsistency feedback could be
visualized through warning messages within the tool. For example,
UML model elements can be marked in a tool’s graphical modeling
editor.

4.4 Example
Coming back to our example from Section 2, let us define the fol-
lowing two consistency rules:
• CR1: Operations in sequence diagrams must be defined as
methods in the corresponding code implementation of a
sequence.

• CR2: Functional requirements must be represented within
the UML design.

In our approach these consistency ruleswould be formalized through
a Rule Definition Artifact. To create such an artifact, the users are
presented with a GUI, in which they can enter an OCL expression
for a certain artifact type. Similar to our Rule Definition Artifact an
OCL rule consists of a context and a condition. The context refers
to the object (in our case artifact) type for which the condition of
the rule must hold.

Consider the artifact structure depicted in Figure 4: To describe
consistency rule CR1, we define the UML lifeline type as the context
(TypeArtifact(ID: 20)). The corresponding condition then compares
two sets, more precisely, the names of outgoing messages from the
lifeline to the names of methods in the affected Java class. Note that
in Section 3.2.2, we mentioned that artifact properties could also
hold collections of values. In this case both message and method
names could be held in a string collection. For all message names
there must be a matching method name. The fully realized consis-
tency rule can be seen in Listing 1.

This consistency rule seems quite simple in principle but it would
not work without links that connect Java method names and UML
messages. In this example, we added explicit links. This is illustrated
in Figure 4 where a requirement artifact is linked with a UML se-
quence artifact, which in turn is linked to an artifact representing
a piece of code implementing the said sequence diagram (via “Af-
fects”). The artifacts are also linked backwards (via “AffectedBy”).
Consistency rule CR1 is thus able to utilize some of these links. It is
important to observe that we utilize the standard OCL language for
defining these consistency rules, because within the DesignSpace
all artifacts including links are properly typed.

context : UML L i f e l i n e
s e l f . MessagesOut−>
f o r a l l (m | s e l f . A f f e c t s . F i e l d s −> e x i s t s ( f |
f . name = m. name ) )

Listing 1: Operations in sequence diagrams must be defined
as methods in the corresponding code implementation of a
sequence (CR1).

context : Requirement
s e l f . A f f e c t s −>notEmpty ( ) implies
s e l f . @type . F i e l d s −> e x i s t s ( f |
f . F ie ldName = ' Af f e c t s ' and
f . F i e l dType = s e l f . A f f e c t s . @type . @super )

Listing 2: Requirements must be represented within the
UML design (CR2).

Consistency Rule CR2 is handled in a similar fashion. To describe
consistency rule CR2, we define the Requirement Type as the con-
text (TypeArtifact(ID: 25)). The corresponding condition utilizes
the “Affects” link, making sure that it points towards an artifact.
The condition could also be extended to ensure that the target of
the “Affects” link corresponds to the right type - in this case a UML
lifeline (ID: 20). In that regard, consistency rules can also cover
basic well-formedness checks. One thing to consider here is, that
requirements might affect several UML elements. So, if specified, we
may want to check the super type (UML diagram) of UML Lifeline
instead. On the requirements side we now need a value to compare
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this type to. Mind that the type of a field can be specified in the
field definitions of an artifact (see Figure 3; e.g., the field “Name”
is of type string, while the requirement ID is an integer). This can
be utilized as a comparative value in our rule’s condition, if the
aforementioned super type (UML diagram) is specified as the type
of the “Affects” field (remember that types can be linked to other
types and, therefore, reference them as type for their fields). The
fully realized consistency rule can be seen in Listing 2.

With the consistency rules defined and set up as Rule Definition
Artifacts within the cloud, the adaptions made by engineers (see
Section 2.2) can take effect:

The first adjustment is John recording an additional require-
ment in his requirements tool. Like all tools in this example, John’s
tool is incrementally synchronized with the cloud environment
(see Section 3.2.3). This means, whenever he adds a requirement
in the GUI of his tool, an artifact of the type “requirement” (see
Figure 3 respectively Section 3.2.2) is automatically instantiated
in the cloud. This action triggers the consistency checker’s “Arti-
fact Creation” algorithm (see Algorithm 1) through a notification,
since the “Requirement” type is a context in a rule definition (see
Listing 2). Subsequently the consistency checker will create a new
Rule Evaluation artifact, with the newly instantiated requirement
artifact as context element. This Rule Evaluation artifact will be
evaluated immediately. Since the requirement is completely new
and not yet represented within the UML design, the result of the
consistency check will indicate an inconsistency and consistency
rule CR2 as broken. This is reported to John through the GUI of his
synchronized tool, e.g., by marking the corresponding requirement
in an overview.

On Alex’s side, the new requirement makes it necessary to adapt
his UML Design. In his synchronized UML tool he adds the new
lifeline “Language Loader” to an existing sequence diagram (see
Figure 1). This triggers the instantiation of a new artifact of type
“lifeline” (see Figure 4). A new Rule Evaluation artifact is created,
with the said “lifeline” artifact as the context element. The corre-
sponding Rule Definition artifact represents consistency rule CR1.
The rule is evaluated immediately and the result indicates that con-
sistency rule CR1 is broken. Through the cloud’s linking tool (see
Section 3.3) Alex, or a dedicated domain engineer, can now link the
newly instantiated lifeline artifact to the requirement. This results
in an update to both the lifeline and the requirement artifact, which
triggers the consistency checkers “Artifact Modification” algorithm
(see Algorithm 2) and a re-evaluation of the respective rule eval-
uation artifacts. This time consistency rule CR2 will hold, since
Alex linked the requirement artifact’s “Affects” link, respectively
the “AffectedBy” link on the lifeline artifact (see Figure 4). This
information will also be propagated to John’s tool, whose GUI now
marks the requirement as consistent. However, the evaluation of
consistency rule CR1 will still fail and the according GUI elements
(the lifeline, respectively its operations) in Alex’s UML tool will be
marked as inconsistent.

The final changes need to be made by Alice. She implements the
new requirement in the code, respecting the design laid out by Alex.
To ensure this she links the newly instantiated class artifacts (see
again Figure 4) with Alex’s lifeline artifact. This update triggers the
consistency checker’s “Artifact Modification” algorithm and causes
the re-evaluation of the lifeline artifact, making sure that Alice’s

methods are the same as the operations in the sequence diagram.
Since the lifeline artifact is now correctly linked, consistency rule
CR1 will hold as well. This information is also propagated to John’s
tool, removing the inconsistency warnings from its GUI elements.
With this, all rules hold and the state of the project is consistent.

5 VALIDATION
To demonstrate the feasibility of our approach, this section covers
a listing of various tool adapters, validating its applicability within
a diverse range of engineering projects. Furthermore, this section
validates both the scalability and the usability of our global consis-
tency checking approach, on the basis of an empirical study and
two case studies.

5.1 Existing Tool Adapters
Currently, the DesignSpace offers multiple tool adapters. These tool
adapters demonstrate the wide range of engineering artifacts the
DesignSpace can handle, as well as the adaptability of its API to
several different programming languages and engineering domains.

Tool adapters have been written for software engineering tools
(e.g., Eclipse, RSA and Papyrus), electrical engineering tools (e.g.,
EPlan Electric P8 [3][7] and PTC Creo [7]), as well as for com-
mon purpose tools (e.g., Microsoft Excel and Visio). All of these
tools produce very different engineering artifacts, including Java
code, UML models, electrical models, CAD drawings, data tables
and regular diagrams. Engineering artifacts synchronized with the
DesignSpace adhere to different metamodels. Among others these
include various tool-internal metamodels (EPlan and Creo), the
Ecore metamodel and extensions thereof (Papyrus and RSA) as well
as the Java metamodel. These metamodels, or parts thereof, are
synchronized with the DesignSpace as well. Tool Adapters have
been written in Java, C# and C++. Thanks to the adaptability of the
DesignSpace API the range of potential tool adapter languages can
easily be extended.

5.2 Links
In previous applications of the DesignSpace several different types
of engineering artifacts have been linked together. For example,
EPlan artifacts have been linked to Java code [3] and Creo CAD
hardware components - respectively geometric shapes - have been
linked to UML elements [7]. Note that these are very different engi-
neering artifacts, coming from different engineering domains. Their
linking acts as a proof of concept, that the semantic gap between en-
gineering artifacts can be bridged with the help of the DesignSpace.
Furthermore, this work demonstrated how requirements could be
linked to UML elements and in turn to Java code.

5.3 Empirical Study
Our approach was applied to ten projects within a lab experiment to
validate its computational scalability. An overview of these projects
can be found in Table 1. The projects consisted of both UML models
and code. UML Models were made up of class diagrams as well as
sequence diagrams and state charts. While the column #Evaluations
describes the number of Rule Evaluations, the columns #CodeEle-
ments and #ModelElements describe the size of model and code
respectively. Projects ranged from small, like an implementation
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Figure 5: Comparison of total processing time
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PR01 GameOfLife x x x 286 261 148
PR02 Checkers x x 425 342 171
PR03 TestService x x x 397 302 268
PR04 SMTSolver x x 1,254 2,021 791
PR05 ATMExample x x 1,341 1,550 983
PR06 TaxiSystem x x 1,930 3,488 1,318
PR07 VOD3 x x 2,538 3,613 1,534
PR08 ObstacleRace x x 1,992 3,555 1,600
PR09 biter x 2,648 4,015 1,957
PR10 ArgoUML x 6,039 19,557 3,827

Table 1: Case study projects

of the “Game of Life"[12], to big multi-developer projects like the
ArgoUML tool2. The evaluation was based on 14 consistency rules,
which can be found in [19].

We validated the computational scalability of our approach by
systematically applying changes to all elements of our projects and
by capturing the time required to re-evaluate all rule evaluation
artifacts. We ensured that each element present in the scope of
a rule evaluation artifact was changed. Mean and median times
were observed and used for our analysis. Figure 5 shows the mean
processing time per affected rule evaluation artifact. The mean
observed processing time was 10.7 ms, while the median was 8.8
ms. The total processing time remain below 50 ms on average,
which is an acceptable time for tool users [17].
5.4 Case Studies
Our approach was validated on the basis of two case studies. One
was performed with the help of the Austrian Center of Competence
in Mechatronics (ACCM3), another with the Flander’s Mechatron-
ics Technology Center (FMTC4). These case studies suggest the
usability of our approach.

5.4.1 ACCM Robot Arm. This case study provides a live global
consistency checking for the design, mechanical calculation and
partial implementation of a robot arm [7]. Engineering artifacts
involved were Excel sheets, CAD drawings, UML models based on
2ArgoUML: http://www.argouml.tigris.org/ (last accessed: 06.12.2018)
3ACCM/LCM: https://www.lcm.at/ (last accessed: 06.12.2018)
4FMTC: http://www.flandersmake.be/en (last accessed: 06.12.2018)

IBM RSA and source code written in the Eclipse IDE. For explicit
linking, the case study’s implementation also provides the ability
to define and check traceability links between different involved
engineering artifacts.

5.4.2 FMTC. This case study provides live global consistency check-
ing between electrical circuit diagrams as well as an implementation
[3]. The artifacts involved were EPLAN Electric P8 drawings as
well as source code. Both were provided by a third-party company.

5.5 Threats to Validity
Our empirical validation confirms that the approach presented in
this paper is feasible within a real world environment. All projects
were created by different groups of developers and companies. Both
project sizes and domains were highly diverse.

One threat to validity is the effort required to implement and set
up tool adapters. Both our case studies and the amount of exemplary
tool adapters illustrate, that the integration of engineering artifacts
can be completed with a reasonable amount of effort. Furthermore,
the granularity of the data integration is fully up to the tool adapter
implementation, meaning that even subsets of an engineering arti-
fact’s data can be synchronized with the DesignSpace.

Another threat to validity is the correctness and completeness
of links connecting engineering artifacts. Since all links are defined
by engineers - either explicitly in the form of artifacts or implicitly
in the form of consistency rules - link completeness is dependent
on the engineers’ assessment of their respective projects. This is
also true for the link correctness. Likewise the completeness of
consistency rules depends on the necessity implied by the devel-
opment project and its developers. To ensure syntactically correct
consistency rules, our approach checks the syntax of a condition
and the validity of the context type during the creation of a Rule
Definition artifact.

6 RELATEDWORK
Currently a multitude of consistency checking mechanisms exists
(e.g., [10][11][18]). In practice, consistency checking mechanisms
are either integrated into standalone tools (very common with
UML modeling tools) or executed on documents (very commonly
XML). While the consistency checking mechanisms for standalone
tools tend to be agile and support live, often instant inconsistency
feedback with changes, their consistency checking is limited to
the kinds of artifacts available within the tool. Document-centric
consistency checking approaches let engineers combine artifacts
from multiple tools and hence support global consistenc checking;
however, at the expense of agility. Document-centric approaches
are not change driven and hence expensive and disruptive to use.
In all cases, consistency checking mechanisms require a single,
well-defined metamodel. For example, the consistency of a UML
modeling tool is checked within the context of the UML meta-
model or the consistency of a Java programming environment is
checked within the context of the Java metamodel. Similiarly, the
consistency of a merged document is checked within the context of
that document’s grammar (e.g., XMIs in case of XML documents).
Nonetheless, the limitations of all mechanisms are always the same.
Every approach today 1) either focuses on the limited knowledge
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available within their respective engineering tools (even if the tech-
nology is applied to different engineering tools, each tool has a
limited perspective) and/or 2) they are potentially able to merge
artifacts from different tools but this requires explicit integration,
merging effort and is far from instant (i.e., all engineers involved
need to agree on some timing when to export and merge knowl-
edge). There are only very few approaches that attempt live, global
multi-tool consistency checking. These are discussed next.

One document based approach is ArchJava, developed by Aldrich
et al. [1]. It couples an architecture description language with im-
plementation code. For this it utilizes an extended version of Java,
featuring a unique type system that guarantees communication
integrity between the code and the architecture. Archface [20] acts
as both a programming-level interface as well as an architectural
description language. It relies on architectural constraints within
the implementation to realize traceability. Likewise, DiaSpec [2]
uses an architectural description language to describe allowed in-
teractions between components. Inconsistencies are detected with
the help of the Java compiler. The problem of ArchJava, Archface
and DiaSpec are the limitation to a specific programming language,
respectively its compiler. Our approach relies on a generic data
format into which a multitude of different engineering artifacts can
be translated. Another document based approach is discussed by
Nentwich et al. [16]. It generates links between distributed XML-
based web artifacts and checks their consistency. In contrast our
approach is not based on distributed documents but centralized
engineering artifacts. This removes the network communication
delay from the consistency checker’s processing time. Furthermore,
our approach delivers live consistency feedback to engineers.

Koenig et al. [14] presented an approach that is closer to the
ideals of global consistency checking. This approach allows hetero-
geneous multimodels to be analyzed as locally as possible by only
comparing model elements relevant to a global constraint. Doing
so, significantly reduces the effort required for model matching
respectively merging. TReMer+ [15] is a tool for model merging
and global consistency checking. It includes merging operations
for requirements, behavior models, design and implementation.
Both Koenig et al. [14] and TReMer+ [15] rely on partial merging
respectively the comparison of metamodels. Our approach relies
on links between engineering artifacts, which act as a lightweight
alternative to model merging.

Finally, Egyed et al. [7] as well as Demuth et al. [3][4][5] cov-
ered certain aspects of live, global consistency checking but with
key differences. The solution proposed by Demuth et al. [5] alike
ArchJava or DiaSpec provided a solution where Eclipse was used to
represent both model and code. Egyed et al. [7] already introduced
a cloud to provide a central place of artifact storage with a uniform
representation. However, this paper focused on reducing the mem-
ory and computational footprint of checking the same consistency
rules separately for each tool. Our approach checks the rules once
centrally and then makes the results available to all relevant tools.
Finally, Demuth et al. [3] reports on an industrial application of
their proposed approach in the form of an experience report. The
experience report focused primariliy on the need for live, global
consistency checking and how a cloud could support it. However,
that approach required engineers to be aware of the cloud, whereas

our approach is able to effectively hide the existence of the cloud,
such that engineers remain mostly unaware of it.

7 CONCLUSION
This paper discusses a novel approach towards live global consis-
tency checking, with the help of an engineering cloud environment.
It presents the functionality and architecture of the consistency
checking mechanism and demonstrates its feasibility with two in-
dustrial case studies. The approach uses the DesignSpace as a cloud
environment. In future, the consistency checking mechanism will
be adapted to consider private views, respectively different versions
of engineering artifacts. We will investigate a way to compute con-
sistency checking information for differently versioned artifacts,
including those that might be in conflict with those of other private
views.Wewill also analyse how the results of rule evaluations could
be provided to users in a helpful manner (e.g., through mutable
pop-up warnings integrated in tool adapters).
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